
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

We make your technology deliver its promise. 

Legacy Learning Product Modernization 

Many valuable learning products are still waiting to be migrated to 

modern formats, platforms, and devices due to unavailability of 

combination of skills in older and new technologies. Even if they find the 

rare combination of skills, the cost of migration is prohibitive. 

Vidyatech’s experience and skills in handling old unsupported platforms, 

new modern platforms, and smart automation strategies has helped 

many customers modernize their valuable learning products. 

We specialize in protecting your 

technology investment. 



 

 

Case Studies  

Learning Conversational English using Natural Language Processing 

NYC English had a product that was deployed through CD-ROMs and downloadable packaged. 

Vidyatech developed a comprehensive modern platform that is used by students across 26 

countries. The learning can be experienced through browsers (Chrome, IE, and Safari) or apps 

(Android and iOS). It uses natural language processing to assess learner’s spoken language skills. 

The platform includes an online eLearning store, user license management system, LMS, and 

product distributor management tools. The course has native language support in 25 languages. 

 

Reference:  

Mark Emerson, CEO, NYC English 

memerson@nycenglish.nyc, +1 (801) 699 2928 
 

“Many computer-based and Internet-based efforts have been impressive but, perhaps, none 
more so than NYC English. “ 

 

Awarded the BEST EDUCATION SOFTWARE by ComputEd Gazette 

Kitablet: Children’s Story eBook App and Online Library 

Vidyatech designed and developed this online story eBook solution for Tata Trusts to enable 

children to experience story book reading on devices. The solution is aimed at school children 

who have not yet been exposed to online reading. The goal was to simulate an experience as close 

to reading physical story books as possible. Vidyatech developed the Azure based online eBook 

library, User License Management system, Admin tools for schools, eBook Reader app for iOS, 

Android, and Windows platforms. In addition to the standard ePub features, Vidyatech built custom 

functionality of Read Aloud, overlay animations, and offline activities. 

 

Reference:  

Parul Bajaj, Program Manager, Education Portfolio 

pbajaj@tatatrusts.org, +91 (991) 695 0166  
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